Abstract
Introduction
A fundamental problem faced by stereo vision algorithms is the issue of identifying corresponding points between two images which comprise a stereo pair. This issue, generally known as image matching or the correspondence problem, is also affected by radiometric distortion, (any circumstance caused by differences in camera parameters such as gain, bias and gamma factor). This problem affects the ability of many stereo algorithms to detect correct matches. Consequently, measures which attempt to overcome these problems have been proposed including normalised crosscorrelation and the rank transform [8], just to name two.
Recently, MI has been proposed for use in stereo match- dow approach was also used in this work to decrease the algorithm's susceptibility to bland regions, a problem which affects most area-based matching algorithms.
All MI-based stereo approaches utilise normalised frequency histograms for the estimation of the intensity probability density functions, as proposed in [31. The MI is then used to provide a computational measure of the degree of interdependence between two matching windows, the maximum ideally yielding the correct disparity. However, one of the major drawbacks of this approach is that the estimated disparities often suffer due to the small statistical power of the local joint intensity histogram, from which the mutual information is defined. The statistical power, directly related to the size and sample number of the matching window, can become too low when small windows are employed. This reduces the ability of the algorithm to detect the correct disparity as additional local maxima are introduced into the match functions. This paper proposes extensions to previous work in [ 5 ] by incorporating prior probabilities into the local MI formulation between matching windows. A 2D match surface is also employed whereby the MI score is computed for every possible template and candidate window combination. This enforces left-right consistency and uniqueness constraints. The incorporation of these two techniques helps to improve the robustness of the algorithm significantly, resulting in improved ability to reject invalid matches. A hierarchical approach is also adopted whereby the prior probabilities are tuned to each resolution level. i.e. disparity estimates computed from the first level of matching are used to re-define the prior probabilities for the second level. The hierarchical approach also helps to improve the accuracy and decrease the computation time of the algorithm.
The outline of the paper i s as follows. Section 2 will briefly describe the original MI-based stereo algorithm. Section 3 will propose the new extensions to the algorithm including the 2D match surface, prior probabilities, and the hierarchical approach. Section 4 will present results for the new algorithm and a brief comparison with the rank transform. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
Matching Using Mutual Information
The MI-based algorithm described in [5] accepts an epipolar aligned stereo pair as its input, and produces a disparity map as its output where the mutual information between any two similarly sized regions in the stereo pair is formulated with Shannon's information. Given a template window centred on s1(z, y) , the mutual information measure is calculated for a series of candidate windows, centred on a, (z+IC; y), where the test disparity IC is varied in integer increments from 0 to dmaZ. This series of mutual information scores is known as a match function and is given by the following expression, where p ( a r ) , p(ap), and p(sl: s,) are the marginal and joint probability densities. The joint density is obtained by normalisation of the 2D frequency histogram or scatter plot and isgivenby,p(sr:s,) = &h(sr,s,),where N isthenumber of pixels in the matching window. The marginal densities p i s r ) , p ( s p ) can then be obtained by a summation over the z and y axes of the joint density respectively.
The candidate window which yields the maximal amount of MI with its template window is deemed the correct match, thus providing the disparity estimate for that particular pixellwindow. The original algorithm in [5] also utilised an adaptive window technique. In this approach, the size of the matching window was inversely proportional to the amount of information contained within it, as measured by the intensity variation. In the original matching algorithm, the MI score is computed for a template window and a series of candidate windows, resulting in a ID match function. However, it is possible to compute the MI score for every possible combination of template and candidate window, given a pair of epipolar lines. This results in the generation of a 2D match surface which is describe by Figure I, [I] .
The match surface is defined as S(u, U) where U and U represent the z coordinate of the window in the right and left stereo pair respectively. Therefore, S(u: U) in the match surface contains the value of mutual information between the template and candidate window centred on s~(u, y) and sT(u, y) respectively. A horizontal line in the match surface, as illustrated in Figure I , is equivalent to a 1D match function when matching from the left to the right stereo image. The selection of maxima is accomplished by traversing the 2D match surface row by row and finding the position of the maximum in each row. If that maximum is also a maximum in its corresponding column, then it is a valid match, otherwise it is declared as no match for that particular pixeVwindow.
The utilisation of the match surface enforces two constraints, left-right consistency and uniqueness. Uniqueness means that there can only be one match for each pixel. Leftright consistency means if a pixel in the left image s [ (~, y) is matched to a pixel sr(z + d: y) in the right image, then when matching in the reverse direction the pixel s,(z+d, y) must be matched back to q(z, y).
Incorporation of Prior Probabilities
The statistical power of the local joint intensity histograms, and consequently the ability of the algorithm to detect correct matches, can be increased by utilising larger matching windows. This was attempted in the original algorithm described in [SI. However, this has the effect of smoothing the estimated disparity values. Instead, this paper describes a way to increase the statistical power by incorporating prior probabilities into the mutual information formulation. These priors are computed from the joint probability histogram between all the intensities in the stereo pair. The expression of the final joint probability between any template and candidate window is thus given by, As1: s,) = Xplrdou.(S1: + (1 -X)Pprior(sl: S P ) ( 2 ) where X controls the degree to which the prior is involved in the final joint probability between any two matching windows. The joint probabilitiesp,,,d,,(sr: sr). pprior(sl: sr) are computed. as described in Section 2, for the matching windows and the entire stereo pair respectively.
The incorporation of these prior probabilities proves to be extremely useful in eliminating false matches. 
Hierarchical Approach
A typical hierarchical matching scheme is often used to increase algorithm speed with no expense in accuracy. However, when a hierarchical approach is used in this case, it also allows the prior probabilities to be tuned to each successive level. This results in improved accuracy and easier maximum selection. In this paper a two level Gaussian pyramid is constructed using prior probabilities and the 2D match surface in both matching levels. The first stage consists of matching in the lower-resolution level where a relatively large matching window is employed to overcome problems associated with bland regions. In this level, the prior probabilities are calculated from the stereo pair joint histogram formed by binning the intensity pairs
In the second matching level, the coarse disparity map is rescaled, interpolated and used as an initial estimate for the higher resolution search. In this level, the match functions are only evaluated in the interval [z + deSt -6: z + de,, + 61 where deat is the estimated disparity from the previous level, and 6 < d,,,. In this level, the prior probabilities are re-defined using the disparity estimates from the first level. When forming the prior joint histogram, a pixel in one of the stereo images is paired with its matching pixel, i.e. binningthe intensitypairsY1(z;?/):sr(Zfd..,:?/). This results in a more correct joint prior probability estimate. 
Results
The MI-based stereo matching algorithm was applied to two stereo pairs. Disparity maps were generated for the first stereo pair, the parking meter as shown in Figure 3(a,b) , using the original MI algorithm, the new algorithm, and also using a SAD match on rank transformed images. These three disparity maps are shown in Figure 3 (c,d,e) . The second stereo pair, KI, is shown in Figure 3 ( f g ) along with the disparity map (h) generated using the new algorithm.
For both stereo pairs, the new MI algorithm using a 2D match surface and hierarchical prior probabilities was applied using match windows ranging from a 7 x 7 square window to a 7 x 25 rectangular window, depending on the variance of the windows. The frequency histograms were generated using 16 bins, and a X of 40% was used in calculating prior probabilities. For the result generated using the SAD metric, 5 x 5 windows were used for the rank transform and matching windows of 11 x 11 were used in computing the SAD match. No consistency checks were performed on the disparity estimate using the rank transform.
Discussion and Conclusion
This paper has proposed new extensions to MI-based stereo matching in order to increase the algorithms robustness. Firstly, prior probabilities were incorporated into the MI measure to help increase the statistical power of the matching windows. The use of these priors also increased the accuracy of the algorithm by making maximum selection easier. The priors were also tuned to a two level hi-(e) (0 erarchical matching scheme whereby the highest resolution utilised priors computed using the disparity estimates from the lowest level. A 2D match surface was also employed which enforces the left-right consistency and uniqueness constraints. The incorporation of these features has significantly enhanced the algorithm's accuracy, robustness, speed and the ability to remove invalid matches.
The disparity results for the parking meter stereo pair show the significant improvement of the new algorithm over the original. Many false matches and occluded points have been removed. Also, the new algorithm compares favourably with the Rank transform and the SAD match.
The results for the second stereo pair also show that MI is capable of handling images affected by intensity distortion. However; there are cases in the disparity map where false matches still exist. These correspond to the strong bland regions along the wall in the image. This is a case where the its ability to reject false matches.
